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Abstract. According to the classical axisymmetric dy-
namo concept, differentially rotating galaxies which lack
organized optical spiral patterns and density wave flows
should still have spiral magnetic fields with a substan-
tial radial component. To check this hypothesis we ob-
served two flocculent spirals, NGC 3521 and NGC 5055,
in the radio continuum (total power and polarization) at
10.55 GHz with a resolution of 1.′13. A search for traces
of optical spiral patterns has also been made by observing
them in the Hα line and by filtering their available blue
images.
NGC 3521 and NGC 5055 were found to possess a
mean degree of magnetic field ordering similar to that in
grand-design spirals. However, the polarized emission fills
the central region of NGC 5055 while a minimum of polar-
ized intensity was observed in the inner disk of NGC 3521.
This can be explained by a more uniform star formation
distribution in the centre of NGC 3521, while a higher
concentration of star-forming activity in the nuclear re-
gion and in the rudimentary spiral “armlets” of NGC 5055
leaves broader interarm regions with unperturbed regular
magnetic fields. Both galaxies possess regular spiral mag-
netic fields with a radial component amounting to 40%
– 60% of the azimuthal field. The use of beam-smoothed
polarization models demonstrates that this result cannot
be produced by limited resolution and projection effects.
Furthermore, a large magnetic pitch angle cannot be en-
tirely due to the influence of rudimentary spiral-like fea-
tures visible in our Hα and enhanced optical images. Thus
it appears that the dynamo process is responsible for the
radial magnetic field in flocculent galaxies. The measured
radial magnetic field component as compared to the az-
imuthal one is even stronger than predicted by a classical
turbulent dynamo which provides arguments in support
for modern, non-standard dynamo concepts.
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1. Introduction
Extensive polarization studies of nearby galaxies revealed
the existence of spiral magnetic field configurations with
a radial field component comparable in strength to the
azimuthal one (Beck et al. 1996). Since strong shearing
motions caused by rapid differential rotation will trans-
form any radial structures into azimuthal ones within a
few galactic rotations, an effective process continuously
regenerating radial magnetic fields is required. The above
findings boosted the development of turbulent dynamo
theories. According to these, in strongly differentially ro-
tating disks the large-scale radial magnetic field Br is gen-
erated from the azimuthal field Bφ according to the equa-
tion (in cylindrical galactic coordinates r, φ, z, Ruzmaikin
et al. 1988):
∂Br
∂t
= −
∂
∂z
(αBφ) + β(∆B)r (1)
while the rotational shear converts Br back into the az-
imuthal field:
∂Bφ
∂t
= r
dΩ
dr
Br + β(∆B)φ (2)
where α ∝< v · rot(v) > constitutes the measure of mean
helicity of a small-scale turbulent velocity field v (also
called the α-effect), Ω is the local angular rotation speed
of the galactic disk and β is the turbulent diffusion coeffi-
cient. The persistence of the radial magnetic field against
differential rotation constitutes a typical signature of the
dynamo action described by eq. (1). A vertical magnetic
field component is generated as well, however, in realistic
dynamo models it becomes significant at z ≥ 2 − 3 kpc
(e.g. Urbanik et al. 1997). This is higher than the typical
scale height of synchrotron emission of ≃ 1 kpc (Hummel
et al. 1991), thus vertical fields are usually not seen in
emission.
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Table 1. Basic properties of NGC 3521 and NGC 5055
(from the Lyon-Meudon Extragalactic Database)
NGC 3521 NGC 5055
Other names PGC 33550 PGC 46153, M63
R.A.1950 11
h03m15.s1 13h13m39.s9
Decl.1950 0
◦13′58.′′1 42◦17′55.′′0
R.A.2000 11
h05m48.s9 13h15m49.s2
Decl.2000 −0
◦02′14.′′7 42◦02′05.′′9
Inclination∗ 64◦ 55◦
Position Angle 163◦ 105◦
Morphol. Type SBbc Sbc
Distance [Mpc] 7.2∗∗ 7.2∗∗
Optical diameter D25 10.
′7 13.′0
∗ 0◦ = face-on
∗∗ Tully (1988)
Table 2. Background sources removed from the radio
maps of NGC 3521
source No. 1 source No. 2
R.A.1950 11
h03m22.s70 11h03m19.s19
Decl.1950 0
◦12′15.′′0 0◦12′47.′′0
Flux density at 10.55 GHz 13.1 mJy 13.1 mJy
Degree of polarization 18% 11%
Pol. position angle 15◦ 30◦
Almost all nearby spiral galaxies known to possess spi-
ral magnetic patterns (Beck et al. 1996) show strong den-
sity waves associated with radial gas streaming motions
and compression effects. In such objects density wave flows
can be at least partly responsible for a strong radial field
component and high magnetic pitch angles. In some con-
cepts the non-azimuthal flows in spiral arms may even
be a crucial agent for the maintenance of radial magnetic
fields (e.g. Otmianowska-Mazur et al. 1997). Thus, the
observed radial field component may result from a com-
plex interplay of density-wave flows and the α-effect (see
Moss 1998), difficult to disentangle.
Nearby spirals also have a high concentration of star
formation in the spiral arms, which can act destructively
on regular magnetic fields in the arms. The specific mod-
ulation of kinetic helicity and turbulent diffusion by star
formation highly concentrated in spiral arms may strongly
influence the global magnetic field structure, too (Ro-
hde et al. 1998, Moss 1998). Thus, the existing data
on nearby galaxies does not provide a clear picture of
dynamo-generated magnetic fields in a manner free from
severe contamination by spiral arms. No observations ex-
ist showing the unperturbed dynamo action in differen-
tially rotating galaxies lacking organized spiral arms. The
question of whether the spiral-like magnetic fields with a
significant radial component can still exist in such objects
(which would provide strongest argument for the turbu-
lent dynamo) has remained open up to now. In the oppo-
site case, of Br being largely due to global radial flows,
the magnetic field in the absence of organized spiral arms
would be sheared to a purely azimuthal configuration in
1 – 2 galactic rotations.
In this work we examine the magnetic field properties
in two flocculent galaxies lacking strong signatures of den-
sity waves, NGC 3521 and NGC 5055. Our aim is to check
whether these galaxies show any radial magnetic fields (as
predicted by the turbulent dynamo concept) in the ab-
sence of systematic, ordered radial flows due to density
waves. No existing reliable polarization data for these ob-
jects exist in the VLA archives. As the galaxies are angu-
larly large and we are interested in the global, large-scale
field geometry rather than in details of their structure, a
high sensitivity to weak, smooth, extended polarized emis-
sion was required. The 100m Effelsberg telescope working
at 10.55 GHz (to minimize Faraday effects) is a good in-
strument for this purpose.
Flocculent galaxies (including our program objects)
usually possess some relics of a spiral structure in the form
of rudimentary “armlets” (seen e.g. in specially filtered
near-infrared images, Thornley 1996) or spiral-like star-
forming filaments and dust lane segments. (see e.g. opti-
cal images of NGC 3521 and NGC 5055 in Sandage 1961).
NGC 5055 also shows some spiral-like concentrations of
neutral and molecular gas (Thornley & Mundy 1997,
Kuno et al. 1997), not accompanied by massive star for-
mation, as usually happens in density-wave galaxies. All
such structures are substantially inclined towards the disk
centre and thus have quite a large pitch angle. To state def-
initely that the radial magnetic field component is gener-
ated by the dynamo process it is essential to exclude the al-
ternative possibility of its production by local gas stream-
ing and compression along the rudimentary arms, in local
“miniature density waves”. For this purpose we investi-
gate all possible traces of spiral structure in NGC 3521
and NGC 5055 by means of Hα imaging supplemented by
the analysis of available blue light images. Using beam-
smoothed polarization models to overcome possible reso-
lution problems (Urbanik et al. 1997) we check to which
degree the magnetic field structure and in particular its
radial component can be attributed to Hα-emitting, star-
forming spiral-like filaments and dust lane segments.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. Radio polarization
The total power and polarization observations were per-
formed at 10.55 GHz using the four-horn system in the
secondary focus of the Effelsberg 100m MPIfR telescope
(Schmidt et al. 1993). With 300 MHz bandwidth and 40K
system noise temperature, the r.m.s. noise for 1 s integra-
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Fig. 1. The total power contour map of NGC 3521 with
superimposed vectors of polarized intensity, both at the
original resolution of 68′′, overlaid onto the Hα image. The
contour levels are plotted every 2 mJy/b.a.. The r.m.s.
noise is 0.6 mJy/b.a. so the first contour corresponds to
about 3.5σ
tion time and combination of all horns is 2 mJy/b.a. in
total power and 1 mJy/b.a. in polarized intensity.
Each horn was equipped with two total power receivers
and an IF polarimeter resulting in four data channels con-
taining the Stokes parameters I, Q and U. The telescope
pointing was corrected by performing cross-scans of bright
point sources at time intervals of about two hours. The
flux calibration was performed using the highly polarized
source 3C286. A total power flux density at 10.55 GHz of
4450 mJy was adopted using the formulae by Baars at al.
(1977). The polarized flux density was calibrated using the
same factors as for total power, yielding a degree of po-
larization of 12.2% for 3C286, which is in good agreement
with other published values (Tabara & Inoue 1980).
During the observations 35 coverages of NGC 3521 and
30 of NGC 5055 were collected in the azimuth-elevation
frame. The data reduction process was performed using
the NOD2 data reduction package (Haslam 1974). By
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Fig. 2. The contour map of the polarized intensity of
NGC 3521 with vectors of polarization degree, both at the
original resolution of 68′′, overlaid onto the digitally en-
hanced blue light optical image from the “Carnegie Atlas
of Galaxies” (Sandage & Bedke 1994). The contour lev-
els are plotted from 0.3 mJy/b.a. with step 0.1 mJy/b.a..
The r.m.s. noise is 0.14 mJy/b.a. so the first thick, labelled
contour corresponds to about 3σ. The cross denotes the
galaxy’s centre as measured from our red map
combining the information from appropriate horns, using
the “software beam switching” technique (Morsi & Reich
1986) followed by restoration of total intensities (Emerson
et al. 1979), we obtained I, Q and U maps for each cov-
erage of a given galaxy. All appropriate maps were then
combined using the spatial-frequency weighting method
(Emerson & Gra¨ve 1988), followed by a digital filtering
process, removing the spatial frequencies corresponding to
noisy structures smaller than the telescope beam. Finally
the I, Q and U images were combined into the maps of
total power, polarized intensity, polarization degree and
polarization position angles. Two polarized background
point sources, were subtracted from the final I, Q and U
maps of NGC 3521 (see Table 2) prior to forming the po-
larization maps. Their positions and flux densities were
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estimated using the unpublished VLA B-array map of
NGC 3521 kindly supplied by E. Hummel.
2.2. Hα images
The optical observations were performed during four con-
secutive nights in March 1996 at the 42′′ Hall Telescope
of the Lowell Observatory at the Anderson Mesa site. The
CCD camera used contains a TI 800×800 chip of 15µm
pixels. This results in a field-of-view of about 4.′5 at the
f/8 focus with an image scale of 0.′′35/pixel. Therefore
the objects had to be mapped by three overlapping fields
along their major axes. For each position several integra-
tions were taken in a 30A˚ filter centered on Hα and in
a broad-band R. Integration times typically were 600 sec
or 1200 sec in the Hα filter and 120 sec or 300 sec in R.
For the central position of each galaxy a short exposure
of only 20 sec was taken in the broad-band filter to avoid
saturation of the bright nucleus.
Since the observations were made under relatively bad
seeing conditions, the individual images were binned by a
factor of two after standard reduction of the frames with-
out loss of information. Overlapping fields were combined
by aligning them with reference to stars or bright knots
in the overlap regions and by scaling them by exposure
time after removal of the varying night sky contribution.
In combining the individual frames an appropriate filter
was used to avoid the inclusion of saturated pixels. The
continuum contribution to the intensity in the Hα filter
was removed by subtracting a scaled version of the R fil-
ter. Finally, the coordinate system for the resulting Hα
map was obtained from a comparison with stars from the
ST-GSC 1.
3. Observational results
The Hα emission of NGC 3521 lacks evident signs of spiral
structure. The eastern side of the disk is flanked by a
chain of HII regions extending towards the north along a
pair of weak mutually crossing arms. The total power map
of NGC 3521 with superimposed B-vectors of polarized
intensity overlaid upon the Hα data is presented in Fig. 1.
The galaxy shows a bright radio disk with some extension
along the peculiar dust lane in the SW disk, visible also in
the map of Urbanik et al. (1989) and of Condon (1987).
It is not associated with any Hα-emitting structures thus
it cannot be caused by local star-forming processes. The
map of polarized intensity (Fig. 2) shows two separate
polarized regions, extending along the disk boundary and
shifted clockwise from the minor axis. The observed B-
vectors are roughly parallel to the faint optical spiral-like
features and dust lanes. The SE part of the polarization
1 The GSC was prepared by STScI under contract with
NASA (NAS5-26555)
map is strongly affected by confusing sources and should
be considered with care.
The integration of maps of the total power and po-
larized intensity of NGC 3521 in elliptical rings with an
inclination of 64◦ and a position angle of 163◦ yields
the 10.55 GHz total power flux density of 86 ± 12 mJy
within the radius of 7′ and the polarized flux density of
2.1± 1.1 mJy within 6′. This implies a mean polarization
degree of 2.4± 1.3%.
The Hα map of NGC 5055 shows weak traces of spiral
structure in the form of aligned chains of HII regions in
the SE disk and west of the centre. The total power map
(Fig. 3) shows a bright central region which is only barely
resolved with our beam and a weaker radio envelope. The
polarized intensity in NGC 5055 (Fig. 4) forms a broad
lobe extending along the minor axis through the disk cen-
tre with a long extension to the NW. The magnetic vectors
are mostly parallel to the major axis.
The integration of the total power map of NGC 5055
was performed in elliptical rings with an inclination of 55◦
and a position angle of 105◦ (see Table 1). It yields the
total power flux density at 10.55 GHz of 83±13 mJy within
a radius of 7′ (similar to the value obtained by Niklas et al.
1995), and the polarized flux density of 4.2±1.5mJy inside
3.′5. This implies a mean polarization degree of 5.0±2.5%.
4. Discussion
4.1. Global galaxy parameters
The surface brightness of both galaxies at 10.55 GHz im-
plies mean equipartition total magnetic field strengths of
about 10.5µG for NGC 3521 and 9.2µG for NGC 5055, as-
suming a total face-on thickness of the radio disk of 2 kpc,
a lower energy cutoff for relativistic electrons of 300 MeV
and a proton to electron energy density ratio of 100. For
NGC 5055 we used a spectral index of −0.79 computed
from our and Condon’s (1987) measurements. The same
value was adopted for NGC 3521, as no lower-frequency
data corrected for confusing sources are so far available.
The computed field strengths are comparable to those of
radio-bright nearby spirals (Beck et al. 1996), thus the
lack of organized spiral arms apparently does not lead to
significantly weaker magnetic fields.
Fig. 5 compares the mean polarization degree at
10.55 GHz of NGC 3521, NGC 5055 and of grand-design
spirals as a function of their star formation efficiency (as
estimated crudely by the mean surface brightness at 60µm
taken from IRAS catalogues, Lisenfeld et al. 1996). We ex-
pect that galaxies of various linear sizes develop the global
magnetic field with structures closing on scales propor-
tional to the galaxy dimensions. To ensure the same de-
gree of beam depolarization with respect to galaxy-scale
field structures we convolved their U and Q maps to the
same beam size relative to the optical diameter.
Although the polarized emission avoids regions of high
star formation inside individual galaxies (see Beck et al.
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Fig. 3. The total power contour
map of NGC 5055 with superim-
posed vectors of polarized intensity,
both at the original resolution of
68′′, overlaid onto the Hα image.
The contour levels are plotted from
1.5 mJy/b.a. with step 1.0 mJy/b.a..
The r.m.s. noise is 0.6 mJy/b.a.
so the first contour corresponds to
about 3σ
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0) Fig. 4. The contour map of the po-
larized intensity of NGC 5055 with
vectors of polarization degree, con-
volved to a beam of 1.′3 overlaid
onto the digitally enhanced optical
image from the “Carnegie Atlas of
Galaxies” (Sandage & Bedke 1994).
The contour levels are plotted from
0.4 mJy/b.a. with step 0.1 mJy/b.a..
The r.m.s. noise is 0.14 mJy/b.a. so
the first thick, labelled contour cor-
responds to about 3σ. The cross de-
notes the galaxy’s centre as mea-
sured from our red map
1996) there is no general relationship between the mean
60µm surface brightness and the integrated degree of
polarization (except some deviation exhibited by M83,
Fig. 5). The degree of polarization of the latter galaxy
may be somewhat enhanced due to the magnetic field
alignment along the bar (see Beck et al. 1999) or local
gas compressions, seen on high contrast images as a net-
work of sharp dust lanes filling the whole disk (Malin priv.
comm.). Apart from this object there is no general trend
of IR brighter spirals being more polarized. We checked
these findings for a possible bias due to different galaxy
inclinations: no obvious correlation between the polariza-
tion degree and the inclination was found.
NGC 5055 has a polarization degree higher than some
grand-design spirals and nearly the same as NGC 4254
(see Soida et al. 1996), which belongs to the strongest po-
larized spirals after M83. NGC 3521 is the least polarized
object in our sample, however its polarization degree is
only a factor of 0.7 lower than that of the strong density-
wave, similarly inclined object NGC 3627 (Soida et al.
1999). Taking into account the errors of polarization de-
gree, the flocculent galaxies studied in this work do not
seem to possess a systematically lower degree of magnetic
field ordering than that in grand-design galaxies, which
could be attributed to a lack of organized spiral arms. A
strong density wave action is apparently not an important
agent in producing strong regular magnetic fields.
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Fig. 5. A comparison of the mean polarization degree of
NGC 3521, NGC 5055 and nearby grand-design spirals as
a function of 60µm surface brightness. Before combining
the U and Q data into the maps of polarized intensity they
were convolved to the same beam relative to the galaxy’s
optical radius, in order to ensure the same degree of beam
depolarization with respect to their global magnetic field
structures. The U and Q maps are taken from the MPIfR
archives of Effelsberg polarization data. The 60µm sur-
face brightness is computed by dividing the IRAS flux
by the face-on corrected disk area within the isophote of
25m/(⊓⊔′′)
Fig. 6 compares the radial distributions of polarized
intensity and Hα brightness for the studied galaxies. Both
objects have (to the limits of errors) a similar polarized
brightness beyond 0.2 of the optical radius R25. However,
while the polarized brightness continues to rise towards
the centre in NGC 5055, it drops suddenly in the inner
disk of NGC 3521. This is accompanied by differences
in the distribution of Hα brightness. The Hα emission
in NGC 5055 is highly concentrated in the nuclear re-
gion while in NGC 3521 it forms a broad “plateau” ex-
tending up to 0.3 R25. Moreover, while star-forming pro-
cesses traced by the Hα emission fill the inner disk of
NGC 3521 more uniformly, they are more concentrated
in the arm-like chains of HII regions in NGC 5055. This
implies more efficient destruction of regular fields in the
inner disk of NGC 3521 by supernova explosions, stellar
winds etc., which gives rise to a central depression in the
polarized emission. We suspect that the polarized surface
brightness of the galactic disk may depend more on the
star formation distribution rather than on the overall star-
forming activity. Even rapidly star-forming galaxies may
show highly polarized emission if star formation is strongly
concentrated in spiral arms, leaving broad, quiet interarm
regions with highly ordered magnetic fields.
Fig. 6. a) Radial distributions of polarized intensity of
NGC 3521 and NGC 5055 integrated in rings with incli-
nations and major axis orientations as in Table 1. The
same rings 20′′ wide are used for both galaxies since for
the radio data the degree of data smearing is determined
by the beamsize. b) Radial distributions of the Hα bright-
ness integrated in rings with orientation parameters from
Table 1. Each Hα profile is normalized to its maximum
value. To ensure the same degree of data smearing rela-
tive to the optical diameter, in this case we used a ring
width of 20′′ for NGC 3521 and 24.′′1 for NGC 5055. In
both graphs the galactocentric radius is normalized to the
optical disk radius at the level of 25m/(⊓⊔′′) taken from the
LEDA database (see Tab. 1)
4.2. Structure of large-scale magnetic fields
Fig. 7 shows the distribution of polarized intensity and
the orientation of B-vectors as a function of azimuthal
angle in the disk plane and the natural logarithm of the
galactocentric radius. In such coordinates a logarithmic
spiral appears as a straight line with an inclination equal
to its pitch angle. As such graphs are subject to strong
beam smearing effects in central regions, Fig. 7 is cal-
culated for galactocentric radii r ≥ 1′. The region of
NGC 3521 between the azimuthal angles of 180◦ and 240◦
and ln(r) < 0.5 is confused by the background source and
we excluded it from considerations.
In both galaxies the magnetic pitch angles ψ differ
significantly from zero, their mean absolute values are
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Fig. 7. Plot of the distribution of polarized intensity
(contours and greyscale) and of the orientations of po-
larization B-vectors in the azimuth - ln(r) frame (r is the
galactocentric radius in arcmin) for NGC 3521 (a) and
NGC 5055 (b). The azimuthal angle runs anticlockwise
from the northern part of the major axis in NGC 3521
and from the western part of the major axis in NGC 5055
31◦± 4◦ in NGC 3521 and 24◦± 4◦ in NGC 5055, thus on
average the observed radial magnetic field component con-
stitutes respectively 60% and 42% of the azimuthal com-
ponent. In specific polarized lobes the mean pitch angles
are: in NGC 3521 39◦ ± 5◦ in the NE lobe and 25◦ ± 5◦
in the SW one, in NGC 5055 we obtained 23◦ ± 5◦ in
the northern and NE disk and 26◦ ± 5◦ in southern and
SW disk. In each galaxy the polarized intensity peaks are
placed symmetrically on both sides of the disk but shifted
in azimuth from the minor axis according to the sign of
the pitch angle of magnetic vectors. The azimuthal angle
of the shift is similar to the mean pitch angle. This shift
constitutes a geometrical effect caused by a non-zero ra-
dial magnetic field (see Urbanik et al. 1997) and provides
further evidence for the existence of a radial field compo-
nent.
We checked the above findings for possible effects of
our limited resolution and the influence of vertical mag-
netic fields projected onto the sky plane in rather highly
inclined objects. For this purpose we used beam-smoothed
polarization models based on three-dimensional dynamo-
generated fields with a strong vertical component, selected
from a large library of dynamo results prepared by D.
Elstner in course of modeling works described by Ur-
banik et al. (1997). A number of models were computed
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Fig. 8. Plot of the distribution of polarized intensity (con-
tours and greyscale) and of the orientations of polarization
B-vectors in the azimuth – ln(r) frame (r is the galactocen-
tric radius in arcmin) for axisymmetric model containing
only azimuthal magnetic field (a), for the dynamo-type
magnetic field with regular component in the central re-
gion suppressed to reproduce the polarization minimum
in NGC 3521 (b), and for the case of NGC 5055 with
dynamo-type regular fields extending to the disk centre
(c). In cases (b) and (c) we used a combination of poloidal
and toroidal magnetic fields resulting from the numerical
dynamo simulations by D. Elstner showing a strong verti-
cal component, with the ratio of poloidal to toroidal fields
adjusted to yield the pitch angles of B-vectors similar to
those in real galaxies. The models are convolved to a beam
of 1.′13
with various intrinsic magnetic pitch angles. Obtaining the
dynamo-generated magnetic fields with a given (especially
large) pitch angle by solving the dynamo equations nu-
merically requires extremely elaborate calculations. Our
aim was only to check for possible biases introduced by
resolution and projection effects rather than fitting con-
crete physical dynamo models to our data, thus it was
sufficient to regulate the intrinsic magnetic pitch angle by
multiplying the toroidal field strength in the chosen model
by a constant factor. A reference model containing pure
azimuthal field was computed as well. The models of polar-
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Fig. 9. The face-on deprojected, digitally filtered and en-
hanced blue optical images of NGC 3521 (upper panel)
and NGC 5055 (lower panel), showing faint spiral struc-
tures. The most prominent structures were marked by
symbols – optically bright “armlets” by circles and dust
features by crosses
ized emission smoothed to the beam of 1.′13 were obtained
by integrating Stokes I, Q and U parameters as described
by Urbanik et al. (1997). Separate models were computed
for NGC 3521 and NGC 5055, taking into account their
inclinations from Tab. 1 and the fact that the central re-
gion of NGC 3521 is unpolarized while in NGC 5055 the
polarized emission fills the whole inner disk. The radial
exponential scale length of CR electron density was ad-
Fig. 10. The azimuth - ln(r) plot of differences between
observed magnetic pitch angles in NGC 3521 (a) and
NGC 5055 (b), and those obtained for models assuming
a magnetic field aligned with optically bright armlets and
dust lanes, as marked in Fig. 12 but having the same po-
larized intensity distribution as observed. Various symbols
denote particular intervals of these differences (see the Fig-
ure legend). Pitch angles are computed within the second
contour given in Fig. 8, for comparison the outline of the
first contour is plotted as well. The dust lanes (dashed
lines) and optically bright “armlets” (solid lines) are also
shown. The error of pitch angles is about 5◦ in the inner
part of polarized lobes and about 7◦ in their outer regions,
rising to about 9◦ in polarized extensions stretching to the
right of main lobes in NGC 5055. The numbers near the
top of each panel show the mean pitch angles: modeled
(top line) and observed, both averaged over particular po-
larized lobes
justed to reproduce the radial distribution of polarized
intensity. In the z-direction a Gaussian relativistic elec-
tron density distribution with a scale height of 1 kpc was
adopted. The simulated maps of polarized intensity were
analyzed in the azimuth – ln(r) frame in the same way as
those of observed galaxies.
Results displayed in Fig. 8a demonstrate that purely
azimuthal fields can generate some inclined B-vectors.
However, their pitch angles are of opposite sign and of the
same absolute value on both sides of each lobe. The B-
vectors are perfectly azimuthal inside the polarized lobes,
which are always peaking at the minor axis. This be-
haviour results from the geometry of the azimuthal field,
whose projection is always symmetrical with respect to
the minor axis, with the maximum of the regular field
perpendicular to the line of sight (B⊥) falling exactly at
the minor axis. A non-zero pitch angle of the same sign
throughout the whole polarized lobes can be obtained only
when a poloidal (thus also radial) magnetic field is allowed
(Fig. 8b and c). Only in this case it was possible to obtain
a shift of polarized intensity maxima from the minor axis,
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resulting from the geometry of magnetic lines. If a radial
magnetic field component is added, making the magnetic
lines deviate from the azimuthal direction by a given pitch
angle ψ, the maximumB⊥ occurs at an azimuthal distance
from the minor axis roughly equal to ψ, as can be seen in
Fig. 8b and c (see also Urbanik et al. 1997).
If the regular magnetic field in the central region is
suppressed, no radially directed B-vectors are obtained
(Fig. 8b). If regular fields extend to the centre, the groups
of radial B-vectors occur close to azimuthal angles of 0◦
and 180◦, thus running across the centre along the ma-
jor axis. This picture agrees well with Fig. 7a (no radial
fields observed in NGC 3521) and b (radial magnetic fields
in NGC 5055 especially obvious at azimuthal angles 0◦
– 30◦). In the latter case our model reproduces well the
characteristic pitch angle reversal in the mentioned range
of azimuthal angles. There is thus no need to invoke any
bisymmetric fields to explain the B-vectors crossing the
central region in NGC 5055.
Table 3 compares the mean intrinsic magnetic pitch
angles for the whole series of adopted model magnetic
fields with those measured from a beam-smoothed polar-
ization model. As in dynamo models the intrinsic pitch
angle changes with the distance from the disk plane z,
the observed values of ψ depend on the vertical CR elec-
tron distribution. To account for this effect and to single
out effects of projection and resolution the intrinsic pitch
angles were averaged, weighting them with the assumed
vertical distribution of CR electron density. The observed
pitch angles of B-vectors were averaged over each polar-
ized lobe in the Stokes QU plane (as the radio telescope
does).
For observed pitch angles smaller than 40◦ (as found
in NGC 3521 and NGC 5055) there is almost perfect
agreement between assumed and measured values of ψ.
For larger pitch angles, the beam-smoothed values be-
come higher than the assumed values by a few degrees.
The differences become large for observed pitch angles
greater than 60◦. The effect is due to an increasing role of
the poloidal magnetic field with respect to the azimuthal
field which also causes a greater contribution of the sky-
projected, beam-smoothed vertical field component. It fol-
lows from Tab. 3 that the intrinsic magnetic pitch angle in
both galaxies cannot be significantly smaller than the ob-
served values. In particular, the resolution and projection
effects are unable to produce the observed radial fields out
of purely azimuthal ones.
4.3. Traces of spiral structure and the origin of magnetic
fields
Using our Hα maps and the digitally enhanced blue op-
tical images (Fig. 9) of NGC 3521 and NGC 5055 we
are able to trace weak signs of spiral structure. Though
both galaxies exhibit similar traces of a spiral pattern in
the near-infrared (Thornley 1996), NGC 3521 shows only
Table 3. A comparison of intrinsic magnetic pitch angles
to those measured from beam-smoothed polarized inten-
sity maps
model intrinsic measured
ψ[◦] ψ[◦]
1 0.3 0.2
2 2.7 2.4
3 12.7 12.1
4 22.3 23.1
5 33.8 40.5
6 45.6 64.9
7 50.0 77.8
weak signs of spiral structure in its Hα emission. The in-
ner disk is filled uniformly with chaotically distributed HII
regions, the NE arm seen by Thornley (1996) is composed
of two mutually crossing segments having different pitch
angles (Fig. 9). Aligned Hα structures are found only close
to the inner part of one segment NE and east of the cen-
tre. No aligned Hα structures accompany the dust lanes
and total power ridge on the western and SW disk side.
Generally NGC 5055 seems to show a better degree of
alignment of Hα and optical features, in agreement with
weak but still detectable density-wave signs described by
Thornley & Mundy (1997) and by Kuno et al. (1997).
The weak infrared arms discussed by Thornley & Mundy
(1997) correspond to two aligned chains of HII regions seen
in our Hα map. Using both the Hα and optical images we
traced them out to a further distance than Thornley &
Mundy (1997). In the enhanced optical image we identified
also several spiral-like dust lanes (Fig. 9).
To check for possible associations between the mag-
netic field orientations and those of star-forming filaments
and dust lanes we again used the beam-smoothed models
of polarized emission obtained by integrating the U and Q
Stokes parameters due to an assumed magnetic field struc-
ture. The regular fields were assumed to be locally paral-
lel to rudimentary spiral-like features shown in Fig. 9 and
distributed in a way yielding the observed distribution of
polarized intensity.
In NGC 3521 the mean modeled pitch angle is in both
lobes smaller by about 3σ errors than the observed one
(Fig. 10). The observed values of ψ higher than the mod-
eled ones occur in almost all individual map points which
have the observed polarized intensity above the noise level,
the differences reach locally 30◦ (≥ 6σ). In the southern
and SW disk of NGC 5055 (azimuths 30◦ – 150◦) no sys-
tematic difference between mean modeled and observed
magnetic pitch angles has been found. However, in the NE
disk (the azimuthal angle range 180◦ – 360◦) the model
yields small pitch angles in agreement with a preponder-
ance of nearly azimuthal optical structures, while the ob-
served mean value of ψ is much higher, similar to that in
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the SW lobe (Fig. 10), as expected for an axisymmetric
turbulent dynamo. We also stress that NGC 3521 while
possessing much weaker signs of organized spiral struc-
ture does not show smaller mean pitch angles of polar-
ization B-vectors than NGC 5055, as one could expect if
the radial magnetic field were primarily due to local radial
flows and/or compressions in arm-like spiral structures. In
the face of the above, the radial magnetic fields and large
pitch angles are unlikely to be caused by gas flows and
compressions in spiral features and need to be explained
by a turbulent dynamo process.
Though the dynamo action generates primarily radial
fields, too high magnetic pitch angles can make a problem
for the classical dynamo concept. The analysis of mathe-
matical properties of equations (1) and (2) by Ruzmaikin
et al. (1988) implies that for differentially rotating galax-
ies (to which both discussed objects belong, Burbidge et
al. 1960, 1964):
Br
Bφ
=
(
β2
α0Ω0h30
)1/2
(3)
where α0 and Ω0 are the typical values of α and Ω in
the disk, while h0 is the scale height of ionized gas. These
authors define the dynamo number D measuring the dy-
namo efficiency as D = α0Ω0h
3
0
/β2. As the ratio Br/Bφ
defines the magnetic pitch angle ψ eq. (3) implies that:
tanψ = |D|−1/2 ∝ 1/(α0Ω0)
1/2 (4)
Thus, the stronger the dynamo action the smaller is the
magnetic pitch angle. This is largely due to the fact that
the kinetic helicity α driving the dynamo depends pri-
marily on the turbulence vorticity < rot(v) > which is
driven by Coriolis forces proportional to the angular disk
speed Ω, hence < rot(v) > and α are proportional to Ω,
as well. A strong dynamo action requires a high degree
of turbulence helicity, and thus rapid rotation. As normal
galaxies mostly rotate differentially, this in turn leads to
a faster conversion of the radial field component into the
azimuthal one (eq. (2)) thereby decreasing the magnetic
pitch angle. By all the above large magnetic pitch angles
need a weak dynamo action with a slow rotation and/or
a small α yielding together a small absolute value of the
dynamo number |D| (eq. (4)).
The dynamo number D cannot be arbitrarily de-
creased to produce large magnetic pitch angles. So-
lutions of eq. (1) and (2) are sought in the form
Br,φ(t) = B
0
r,φe
−γ t. The magnetic field generation re-
quires its growth with time and hence a positive value of
the growth rate γ. This parameter is an increasing func-
tion of the absolute value of dynamo number D (Ruz-
maikin et al. 1988). For |D| smaller than some critical
value |Dcr| γ is negative and the magnetic field decays. An
efficient field amplification needs |D| >> |Dcr|. The latter
quantity depends on many detailed assumptions concern-
ing e.g. the distribution of α with the height above the disk
etc. but for realistic galaxy models |Dcr| cannot be lower
than ≃6 – 10. For this reason classical dynamo models
have problems with generating spiral-like magnetic fields
with pitch angles in excess of 17◦ – 20◦. The above for-
malism applied to mean magnetic pitch angles of observed
galaxies implies the mean dynamo numbers |D| ≈ 2.8 in
NGC 3521 and |D| ≈ 4.5 in NGC 5055, considerably be-
low the required 6 – 10 for normal spiral galaxies (Ruz-
maikin et al. 1988). Taking into account all uncertainties
and approximations, the classical dynamo process in the
studied galaxies would at best work at its critical thresh-
old. With γ of about zero or just above it the production
of galaxy-scale magnetic fields would be extremely slow
and inefficient, if possible at all.
More recent, refined numerical dynamo models, involv-
ing a feedback of magnetic fields upon turbulent motions
(e.g. Elstner et al. 1996) encounter a similar pitch angle
problem. The above authors found that, in the case of
an axisymmetric dynamo, large pitch angles require large
turbulence correlation times (see Elstner et al. 1996 for
detailed definitions), which in turn gives rise to oscilla-
tory, dipole solutions, very unlikely to exist in real galactic
disks. Rohde & Elstner (1998) attained a steady dynamo
solution with pitch angles reaching 40◦ in case of turbu-
lence modulation by star formation enhancement in spiral
arms. However, the applicability of this model to floccu-
lent galaxies having little concentration of star-forming
processes in spiral arms (as shown by our Hα images)
is highly disputable. The very recent, non-standard mod-
els of dynamo driven by magnetic buoyancy (Moss et al.
1999) are more promising. The quoted authors obtained
typical magnetic pitch angles of order 30◦, they also ob-
tained reasonable solutions with Br comparable to Bφ.
Our observations of quite large pitch angles of B-vectors
apparently support these new dynamo concepts.
Another problem with applying the dynamo concept
to flocculent galaxies is the magnetic pitch angle asymme-
try in NGC 3521. In normal galaxies the dynamo process
generates an axisymmetric magnetic field with a similar
mean pitch angle in both polarized lobes (Fig. 8) as indeed
observed in NGC 5055. In contrast, in NGC 3521 both
polarized lobes differ in the magnetic pitch angle ψ by
more than 3σ r.m.s. error, which cannot be explained by
the axisymmetric dynamo. We note however, that smaller
values of ψ in the SW disk are associated with smaller
optical pitch angles and that this region also contains a
total power ridge not caused by local star-forming pro-
cesses (Sect. 3). Moreover, the analysis of the red optical
image by Dettmar & Skiff (1993) suggests that this region
might recently have been perturbed by a “soft merging”
event or compressions by the intergalactic gas in which
case the total power ridge might result from the mag-
netic field squeezing. As the pitch angle decrease on the
compressed side has been observed in wind-swept galaxies
NGC 4254 (Soida et al. 1996) and NGC 2276 (Hummel &
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Beck 1995), the same sort of interactions may explain the
pitch angle asymmetry in NGC 3521.
5. Summary and conclusions
In order to check whether galaxies lacking organized op-
tical spiral patterns still possess spiral magnetic fields, we
mapped two flocculent galaxies showing only weak signs
of global spiral structures in total power and polarization
at 10.55 GHz. A single-dish instrument, the 100m Effels-
berg telescope, was used to obtain maximum sensitivity
to weak extended emission. The most important results
are as follows:
- Both galaxies have a mean degree of magnetic field reg-
ularity not significantly lower than that of a small sam-
ple of grand-design spirals with similar star-forming
properties. Some differences in the polarized emission
from the central regions of observed flocculent spirals
may be explained by differences of the star formation
distribution in their inner disks
- Despite a lack of obvious density wave action both floc-
culent objects show spiral-like regular magnetic fields
with a significant radial component as expected for
the dynamo action. The mean magnetic pitch angles
in both galaxies are similar and amount to some 25◦
– 30◦, being somewhat larger in NGC 3521. Beam-
smoothed polarization models were applied to prove
that such large pitch angles cannot constitute an arti-
fact of limited resolution and projection effects
- The magnetic pitch angles are only loosely connected
to those of rudimentary optical structures and are
likely caused by turbulent dynamo action. However,
such large pitch angles pose some problems to classi-
cal dynamo theory, preferring newly developed non-
standard dynamo concepts
In this work we demonstrate for the first time that
flocculent galaxies are able to develop regular spiral mag-
netic fields similar in strength and structure to those in
grand-design spirals, thus large-scale density-wave flows
are not needed to produce global spiral magnetic fields with
a substantial radial component. We believe that this pro-
vides arguments in support of the existence of turbulent
dynamo action, free from effects of density wave flows,
making it difficult to single-out pure dynamo-type mag-
netic fields in nearby spirals. To make the dynamo possible
an efficient turbulent diffusion of the magnetic field is re-
quired rather than the often assumed nearly perfect flux
freezing. However, details of the magnetic field properties
may depend on the distribution of star-forming processes.
We think that our present results make flocculent galaxies
worth observing at higher resolution, to clarify the details
of the magnetic field properties.
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